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Welcome to the first of GEOCON’s newsletter. Issued regularly it will 

inform you of what we’re up to, how to get in touch and other breaking 

news. 

2018 is well under way and looks to be a good one so far with lots of 

exciting and interesting projects on our books 

Who are we? We are at the forefront of the industry, providing 

geotechnical and environmental site investigation services across the 

whole of the UK.  

Our team are experts in their respective fields. This expertise, together 
with a comprehensive range of services enables us to design and 
deliver tailored solutions that fulfil our clients need and satisfy 
regulatory requirements. 

We work across many sectors incorporating residential, commercial 

and industrial developments, flood defence, renewables, tunnels, 

infrastructure including highways, bridges, rail and tramway networks. 

We have our clients and their project’s best interests at heart which 

means that we design and tailor an approach that delivers a complete 

solution. 

Whilst we continue to deliver into our core markets we have gained more larger scale projects further 

extending the scope and range of services we now offer. 

 

2017 HIGHLIGHTS 

2017 has been a very busy 

and successful year for us 

taking on 260 projects, across 

the country. 

The last six months has seen 

the company grow 

substantially.  

Did you know? We are on 

the lookout for a Senior 

Geotechnical Engineer to join 

our Manchester team - if you 

know of anyone who wishes 

to work with a dynamic and 

exciting company please get 

them to get in touch.  

  

 

 



Other news: 

• We are in the process of updating our SGV’s to encompass the latest Atkins values, which will be 

introduced as soon as possible. 

• Keep an eye out for our new brochure in your inbox! 

• We are currently updating our social media sites - we will keep you updated. 

            

Meet the team: 

 

Andrew Dickinson- Principal Engineer-Head of Environmental.  

 

Andrew joined us in Feb 2017. He has thirty years’ experience in Environmental site 

investigation and consultancy. He has brought this to GeoCon to extend the breadth of skills 

and knowledge to the team in the environmental sector. He is an experienced professional 

having worked on numerous projects of all sizes in various fields. Part of his role is Business 

Development, so you may be hearing from him in the future. 

 

2017 Highlights:  

 

• GeoCon were instructed by GVA to carry out a due diligence site investigation on a former HM 
Government property in London. 

 

• Waterman IE instructed GeoCon to undertake a combined geotechnical and geoenvironmental ground 
investigation on a proposed shopping centre development in Hertfordshire. 
 

• Kier appointed GeoCon on behalf of the EA to carry out site investigations at four locations across the 
UK for new flood defence schemes and the installation of fish ladders, the biggest in Europe. 

 

 

 

• BNM Alliance-comprising Barhale and North 

Midland Construction on behalf of Severn 

Trent water, instructed GeoCon to undertake 

ground investigations for proposed tunnels to 

upgrade their infrastructure. 

 
 



General enquiries:info@geoconsiteinvestigations.com 

 

Head of Environmental: 

andrew.dickinson@geoconsiteinvestigations.com 

Head of Geotechnical/Director: 

Ian.walker@geoconsiteinvestigations.com 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 

Geocon Site Investigations Ltd 

Suite 2, Marple House 

39 Stockport Road 

Marple 

Stockport 

SK6 6BD 
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